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Goldberg, Oliphant named
new Associate Deans
by Sally Oldham

Professors Mel Goldberg and
Robert Oliphant will officially
become Mitchell's new Associate
Deans on August I, 1980. They
were both asked to join the new
administration by incoming Dean
· Geoffrey Peters.
Although there will be no formal division of responsibilities,
Professor Oliphant will concentrate on administrative functions,
·including fund raising and running Mitchell's physical plant.
Professor Goldberg will specialize in student and faculty relations with the administration.
Both plan to continue teaching
but with reduced course loads;
Professor Oliphant currently
teaches one section of Family
Law and two sections of Civil
Procedure. Professor Goldberg
has been teaching Administrative Law, including supervising
the Ad Law Clinic, and Contracts and has acted as faculty
advisor to Client Counseling. He
anticipates that he will teach Ad
Law next semester and will continue his involvement with Client
Counseling.
Professor Goldberg graduated
from the.University of Chicago
Law School in 1966. He spent
the next two years in a masters
program in Criminal Justice at
the University of Chicago which
involved ·working at the Cook
County Jaji. After finishing his
Masters in 1968, Professor Goldberg served as a Research Associ-

Mel Goldberg
ate at the University of Chicago's School of Social Work and
taught in the areas of welfare
rights and juvenile law. From
1970 to 1972 he directed the
Cooke County suburban legal
aid program._ Then in 1972 he
returned to Minnesota to serve
as an Associate Professor at the
University Law School and began working with Legal Assistance to Minnesota Prisoners
(LAMP). Professor Goldberg
came to William Mitchell as a
full-time teacher in 1977.
Professor Oliphant graduated
from the University of Minnesota Law School in 1966. He
then clerked for a year for the
Honorable Gerald W. Heaney
of the Eighth Circuit Court of
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After-finals party
ro make things a little easier for those souls who throw parties
once finals arc over, the SBA has decided to sponsor an afterfinals blowout at the University Club. sparing those hosts the cost
and cleanup associated with parties held in their homes.
1'11e party was originally set for the Commodore Hotel. but was
shifted down the block when the Commodore's reconstruction of
their ballrooms fell behind schedule. The University Club, located
at 420 Summit Avenue, is a great alternative site, with a generous
dance lloor and great patio view of scenic St. Paul. Beer will be
sold at half-price, but at fifty cents a bottle may still be a little
steep for those indulging generously, so it is recommended that
they frequent somewhere else, load up, then stop down.
The date of the party is May 17th, Saturday night and will start
at 8:00 and go till I :00. As always, spouses and guests will be
welcome.

Robert Oliphant
Appeals. Then in 1967 he spent a
year with the State Public Defenders Office and began teaching at the University as an adjunct
professor. In this capacity he
was involved in developing and
raising funds for clinical programs. ProfessorOliphantstayed
at the University through 1976
and was a full-time professor
when he left to practice law-privately in 1977. He returned to
full-time teaching when he joined
the Mitchell faculty in 1979. Professor Oliphant has also served
as the administrator and treasurer of the Nationallnstitute for
Trial Advocacy since 1972.

Pro(essor Mel Goldberg, Lynn Lammer,
Ron Meshbesher, Tom Foley, Justice Rosalie Wahl

Senator Dave Durenberger

1980

Law Day, 1980

Parking preference upheld
In an order signed April 21,
Ramsey County District Judge
Archie Gingold upheld William Mitchell's female parking
preference and found that the
arrangement allowing only
women access to the excess oncampus parking spots does not
violate St. Paul's Human
Rights Ordinance, 5s 74.04,
which prohibits discrimination
on the grounds of sex with respect to access to, use of, or
benefit from its educational
programs, facilities and services. The court's memorandum
accompanying the order, while
acknowledging that the policy
is obviously discriminatory on
its face by classifying along sex
lines, stated that the ordinance
only prohibits "invidious discrimination" and that based on
the evidence adduced at trial
and governing constitutional
and statutory considerations,
such a preference is permissible.

Support for the court's decision was gleaned from other
provisions of the City's legislative code. SectiJ)n 74.01 states
the policy of fostering equal
opportunity for all to obtain
education, and in 5s 74.08 approval for affirmative action
"to reduce or eliminate an imbalance with respect to sex"
was noted. The court also
found that the school's policy
complied with the "substantially related to the achievement of
an important [educational] objective" constitutional standard. The objectives of the
school were stated to be greater
safety with increased access
and use of the school after
dark by female students. The
court found particularly persuasive the argument that- due
to the high crime rate in the
area and the greater risk that
female students face, t.l\ese cir-

Parking
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Editorial
.Is there justice in the juvenile system?
"Once this country's juvenile justice system_.seemed a shining innovation., a way to give
yo~ters the individualized attention and kind coneem they needed in a .harsh world. Now.
the systeOLis under attack from allsidcs. Conservatives t ~ ilis t.o o lenient. Lil:>erals think
it is erratic and unfaic to .many lcids accused of minor crimes. Plenty of Americans don't
know much about the system but think thaLSomehl>w it must be to blame for juvenile
crime." Update, Spring 1979.
What hap~ned?
Prior fo · l899, there was no such thing as a juvenile court. Children were subject to the
same harsh criminalj>ellalties as were adults, hanging the most common . .Reformers, who
established thefirstjuvenile.c ourtin 1899, believed thatchildr~ru:;.ould be saved from a life of
crime through proper $tiscip1ine and training.
Thejuv.enile court, through a father-figure judge. placed children in institutions dedicated
to their care and rehabilitation-care and Tehabilitation that often translatedinto discipline.
The juvenile courts performed their work informally, behind a cloak of secrecy, generally
without the constitutional protections found in adult courts.
It soon became evident that the promise of the courrwas not being realized. Rather than
rehabilitating youngsters .these courts and institutions were frequently way stations along
the road to crime. The rationale for the juvenile courts' informality could no longer be
maintained. Cllildn::n had been moved out of the adult system because it was too harsh. But
· in doingthis, they also had been moved ollt!ide the protections gµaranteed by the <:9nstitution. The juvenile -system was sometimes mor-e harsh than the adult system., The nsult.
children had been placed ma stricter system witllout constitutional prntection. They had
became losets-twi~. Th~ sta~ was set for the-highest cqurt in the land to consider the
operations ofth.e lowest court io th.e land.
Jn 1964, a 15-year-old boy-accused o.f a minor crime was railroaded by the juvenile-justice
pr.()CCSS: he wasn't givcn..adeq_u ate time to prepare his case; he wasn.'t told that he could
remain sil.e nt or have die-assistance.of counsel· . h e ~'t allow~ to confront the witnesses
.against him; he wasn't given a public trial, nor was a court record kept; he wasn't given the
right to appeal.
He wasn't given any of the due process protections of an adult-and he was given a

Letters
Hoffman responds to firing·
Editors Note:
Jan Hoffman, financial aid
director, was disch'a rged from
her position by the administration oil April 2, 1980. Business
manager, Bob Duffy, had no
corr.ment on th.e dismissal.
AN OPEN LETTER FROM
JAN HOFFMAN

Dear Students & Staff:
For those of you who do not
know me, I was the Financial
Aid Director until 4: 15 p.m. on
April 2, when after 3 Yi years at
William Mitchell, the Business
Manager, Robert Duffy, informed me that my employment
was terminated, effective immediately. The reasons, as stated
in his letter to me, are listed as
follows: "Your performance as
Director of Financial Aids has
been and continues to be unsatisfactory. The position requires
the ability to organize the daily
tasks in an orderly fashion and
accomplish the duties in a timely
manner. Over the past months
you have not indicated that you
possess these needed abilities. n
Let's backtrack a bit. In October, 1976 I started working at
Mitchell as a part-time secretary
in the Placement -Office. On
Oct. 2, 1978, I became the Placement Director, in order to help
the school out while Peggy
Riehm was on a 8 month leave
of absence. In May, 1979 Dean
Burton offered me the job of
Financial Aid Director and told
me that I would also be the
secretary for the newly-hired

business manager who was to
start working on June l. I preferred to stay in the Placement
Office, but he told me there was
no longer a job for me in placement, but only in the abovementioned position. I decided
to accept it because I had always
enjoyed working for Mitchell
·and would miss working with
and for the students. However. I
told the Dean that the job sounded to busy and asked if I could
call for help if necessary. He
agreed. l asked for help in August.
I asked for help in September.
Besides learning a new job, 1 had
a tremendous amount of work
with the scholarships, the ScholarshipCommittee and the Work/
Study Program. l was relieved
of may secretarial obligations
and a full-time secretary was
hired for the business manager
in November. On November 9,
as requested by Dean Burton, I
submitted a list of my activities
and deadlines for the next 3month period. It was hard to
estimate what l would accomplish because this was a new job
for me and I did.not know just
how busy I would ·be. As it
turned out, I was very .J2!tsy.
Because the income limitations were dropped on the Guaranteed Student Loan the previous November, students were
beginning to realize what an
excellent opportunity it was to
take out a loan at 7% interest,
with all interest paid by the Fed-

sen-tence far greater than an adult would have received for the samea;ime. His case; taken
to the Unite.cl_States Supre.me Court. helpi;d revolutionize the juvenile caurts.
Aifirmingthat the.Bill ofRiglus and Founeenth..A meodment were notwritten foradults
anly, the Court held tfuit the pro1ection ap.inst selfincriminationand the right to confront
and-eross-examine witnesses were necessary in the juvenile court tn insure that..a ehild s
liberty wauld. not be restrained without due prOCCS$ of law. The Court said, "the condition of
being a boy does not justify a kangaroo court."
The decision however was not unanimous. Reminding the Court that the juvenile system
was originally ~t up to remove youngsters from the harshness of the adult system. one
dissenting;judge called the decision "a lon_g step backwards into the ninereenth century.~
The'."year is 1980. Wber,.e are we now? The Minn.e sota Legislature.recentJy made major
changes io the state's juveniTej ustice system. The changes have beendescrioed as "probably
the most significant piece of juvenile justice legislation in. two decades.
Perhaps the most important provisions of the new legislation inelud.e the change in
Tequirements for referring juveniles frnm juvenile eourt to adult court, an..d the resu1ting
changes in disposition., and the avai:lability of the same Tights for juveniles that are now
-availa~le to adults including counsel and jury trials.
Under the curre.nt law. a coun may orilu adult Qros-ecorion,only if the juvenile system
ca.ii \adequately treal the youth or QCOtect the public safety. Under the new-law, the type of
crime will have significant impact toward proving the youth .is a t ~ ta pub1ic safety.
Tb.e juveniles, being moved to adult court, wilJ be subject co adult sentences. In some
-cases the shorr-tenn treatment provided oy the juvenile system rs not enough.
But because of these changes, the co.uns willmake greater efforts to explain ehar~. and
tl:teir possible legal consequences to juveniles. and to ensure that -youths ehaigecl witli
felonies have legal counsel. '1lie new· ~lati.on also· ~
that the ua:iform Jules af
evidence be used. in trials and reference bearin~.
Theellanges in the juvenile justice s~stt::m.were necessary. The juvenile court w~ designed
to profect children from a system thal bas since changed drama1ica1Jy. Adult penalties. in
most cases. areno longer unreasonabJ.y harsh. And thejuveoile system. with its.infonnaliiy,
was not working. It's time we look for a slightly different answer.
JB

era! Government while in school
and up until nine months after
graduation, when loan repayments would commence. Consequently, the number of loans
rose 40% from the previous
year. Just the same, the only
goal I did not accomplish in my
3-month projection was to reorganize and make new files. I had
been preceded by three Finan- ·
cial Aid Directors in fourteen
months and the files had been
sorely neglected. I planned to
work on this project during
spring break in February when I
would ·have few 'interrup~ions.
Unfortunately, because of an
injury, I was in the hospital and
out of work almost the entire
month of February: I returned
to work on a part-time basis
Feb. 28-March 11; and was
confronted witll a backlog of
work to d0, that had built up
during my absence. On March
12 Mr. Duffy demanded 'to
know why I had not completed·
the files and told me that I was
operating the office in a disorganized fashion. From that day
on I had to turn in a daily report
listing everything I did and how
much time I took to do it. I
stopped taking phone calls until
noon each day in order to free
up my mornrngs to catch up on
my work and then work on the
files. I told students to make
appointments to see me, put out
appointment sign-up sheets,
and posted appropriate signs. In
my daily reports I was severely
criticized by Mr. Duffy for talking to students without an appointment, even though I explained that I could usually
answer a question quicker than
it took me to explain why they
had to make an appointment. I

felt that my daily tasks were
very organized.
Because I had received a $400
bonus in July and represented
the School at various financial
aid seminars, the last one being
on January 18 in Atlanta, Ga., it
came as a very big shock to me
when I was fired for not doing
satisfactory work. When I asked
who felt that my performance
was unsatisfactory, Mr. Duffy
informed me that it was Dean
Burton and himself. I had a
judge and jury of two.
Why did I really lose my job?
Was it a budget question?
Numerous times Mr. Duffy told
me that because l was getting

such a good salary I should be
working as a secretary as well as
Director of Financial Aids. 1·
told him l would like to if I had
the time, as l have always enjoyed
secretarial work. In fact last
summer before I took over
financial a(ds, I helped out Professor Goldberg as acting secretary for the Dean's Search Committee while Lois Greiner was
ill. With regard to my salary,
fast May l was advised by Paul
Aasen, Financial Aid Director
at Gustavus Adolphus College,
not to accept the job for less
than .the lowest figure reported

'Hoffman
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STATEMENT OF POLICY
TM Wllllam MltcheU Oplnlon ls-pulillshed by the Student Bar Asaocia"i.lon-or the William
Mitchell College of Law for the p~se of educating arnflnrormlng Mllcbell stodents
and alumnf o(current fasues J111d.al'{alrs oflaw ai,d the law sc'hool. In funheranc;,e of that
purpose., the Opfnlon will preacent the views ol any student; taculty member, alumni, o<
the admlnrst,a.tlon. e-ee&.1secof sp;ice. llm1lll11D!ls In a tabloid newspaper, ancfbecause
lhe~fnlon strives fQriactually ancJaeeur;a.te and stylis11eally unlfonn copy, all coatribif.
tlons-are aubJec:t to editorial review and poss,1,'le-a.bndgeme(111 illhciug/1 every effort f&
made 10 malnlalnca wrfters o,folnal .style.
Toa Opinion wn ~ndeal/or to conslderfully a.oo thouvbtfully'all material to detamllne
118 reteunce and 8Pfln,p·r·aumess before publfoallon • .Suc conslOera.llon w111 bs'made

with the assumption Iha !n!9dom of lhe press within lhii law school 'is oo lee.JI a: fundamental right Dian outside the law sc.hoot, ai1l'I In view ot tlie Opl,:,lon's rec911nlzed
responslbltily to the- membe/S ol the student bar. praclldog alto~. and faculty arid
a<fminl sl!&1fun of the law s,:hooLThe c,plnlons e~presse<nn this publlcafloll 41te those of
Its- eatt~nd do no1 reflect the· oplruons ol WIiiiam MttcMII ::0111!!1& ot Law. Its
employees, or Board of Trustees.
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Editorial
Why not a constitutional constitution?
It is djscouraging to see bow little faith America has in its citizenry. Across the country
call_i; fora con titutional coTivention are being scorned as .irresponsible and dangerous I.fie
fear being a convention run amuck, slashing to I.rips the.Bill or Right~. trampling;,underfoot
the tenets by which the govern.es are governed. But is it valid to assume that the onl.
~onsible AmericansJived two hundred years.a_go and that today's citizen "is-unfiltoreview
and reform the Constitution. What is so virulent in the American body politic th.at t-o
reexamine tfult insuume.nt results in hs inevitable mortification'?
The Constitution is a contract between_ the government and its people, granting tho.
fonnCT the powers necessary to the existence and operation of th·e· state, along with
esta6Jishing- the rights its citizens enjoy. But this conu:aet ~s not etched in gra:ni.te-an
immutable political Ten Commandments.11.-isa living, p.ynamic, evolving bond. subject to
ongoing evaluation and uceptance. It is basic-to the American method of g_evemm~t th.at
the people dettfnmne the content of thls contract, not a branch of that government. But that
is not the case. The Unired States Supreme Court now promulgates the preeepts that.
determine the rights of the citizenry. This usurpatian dates back to Chief Ju~ce Marshall's
bold- and constitutioilallyunsupported-ass&rtiorun Marbury v. Madison., that it was the
province of tlm,Court to determine the laws. This initial ~retive.fu:nction(which was not
affirmatively oroaine-d) has now expanded into a purer legislative _paradigm. wh·ere.by
constirutiooalin:Ierpr.etation results in the creation of novel governmental and.interpersonal
restraints.
The moststmuring display of the Coun 's brazen seizure ofpowers-powers bel.o ngingto
the people alone until conferred-u manifested in the pr~s that the Court employed to
apply the Billof Rights to the States. One would think that a constitutional expansion. of
such enormous consequence would requite the States or a constitntional convention to
carefully consider and then affi+matively ~-nt to such an encroachment upon States'
rights. Thl! ~mise that the passage of theronneenth Amendment in any way signified the
States' acquiescence is _preposterously pure fiction. The history of the Amendment is subject
to conflicting inteqm:tations, but GDe thing is quite e1ear, and that is that the Amendment
was not meant to serve as a vehicle to cater in an appfu:a.tion of the Bill qf Rights to the
states: Having reached tire contrary ~onclusion however, the.Court didn't feel comfortable
irpplyi:qg the whole Bill, so we were told thanomewne:relurking in the vast reaclies of the
Fom:teenth was a selective ineerperation e9nstruct, which applied.just select provision.5';
Supposedly lhe States had decided-by ratification-to acce-pt only those elenrentS which

.SBA President
Beginning fall, 1980 you probably will not be parking within
four blocks of Mitchell. As you
may know, the St. Paul City
Council has been considering
establishing a permit parking
system around William Mitchell.
After speaking with an aid from
Councilman George McMahon's
office and Bob Rottger from the
St. Paul Public Works Department, the following appears to
be the current status of the
ordinance.
By a unanimous vote, a council subcommittee has endorsed
the proposal to investigate the
nature of the parking problem
at Mitchell and at the University
of Minnesota, St. Paul Campus.
The Director of the Department
of Public Works is now responsible for making an initial investigation to assess the nature and
extent of the problem. The conclusion and recommendation
from this assessment should be
submitted to the City Council in
early May. In all likelihood,
some form of permit parking
will exist by September 1, 1980.
The only question appears to be
what form will it take.
The problems being grappled
with are, ( 1) whether to allow
non-permit parking for a short
time period, e.g., two hours;
(2) whether to make all onstreet parking be by perm.it only;
(3) what size the affected area
should be; (4) whether the permit program should extend to
weekends;(5) whathoursshould
be involved; and'" (6) how to
accommodate the residents so
that their guests won't get a
ticket.

From the above unresolved
questions, the careful reader will
note at least one glaring omission-where will the Law students park? It appears that the
idea is to have us park in the
church lots. While a 1-4 block
walk might contribute to good
health, it also seriously increases
the likelihood of assaults. Presently, there is no plan to increase
police protection along with the
establishment of the permit system.
It would appear that considerable thought has been given to
alleviating the legitimate parking problems of the neighborhood residents, with very little
thought given to the resultant
effect on Mitchell students. Part
of the reason for this could be
our fault, for few students have
attended the Council meetings
to express their \liews. To insure
tltat our side of the story is
heard, action must be taken.
Recommended steps: First, in
a week or so, several SBA members will meet with people from
the City Council office and the
Public Works Department.
Please communicate your views
on this matter either to an SBA
member or to Julie in the Used
Bookstore. In particular, the SBA
is interested in compiling data
on the number of assaults, purse
snatchings, acts of vandalism,
etc. which have occurred around
Mitchell since it moved to 875
Summit. Second, submit written recommendations concerning the proposal to Bob Rottger,
c/ o Public Works Department,
City Hall Annex, St. Paul, Minn.
55102. Third, call or write one

were "fundamental to the American scheme of justice." What kind of bullshit is this? Are we
to believe that by this standard the states were supposed to have accepted the burdens
imposed by most of what is in the First, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth, some of what is in the
Eighth, and none of what is in the S~nd, Third and Seventh? This supposed conduct seems
analogaus to a shopper in a .supermarket, hunting up and down the aisles for those
foodstuffs deemed "fundamental to the American scheme of nutrition." Pure nonsense.
This situation might be more palatable if the States or the people in any way actually were
involved in this decision, but quite clearly they were not. The Supreme Court.decided. They
first created the standard out of the clear blue sky, then sat back and determined what met it.
In its most primitive expostulation, the reason why the selective provisions were applied was
simply because the Court said so, pure and simple. Judicial autocracy now supplanted
delegated powers.
The current Court is no better. A recent episode reported in the ·Brethren relates how close
the Court came in one decision to accomplishing by judicial fiat that which the states have
been vigorously debating for years, the Equal Rights Ai:nendmenL Here the Court came
close to seizing by constitutional "interpretation" that whicp the requisite"number of States
are relucuuu to gram.
·
Ihe complliint is not with the .results of the Court's,action, but with the means used to
accomplish such ends. This disl:::us:sion.is .not directed to the merits of any particular issue
(e.g., whether a constitutional convention existing only to ban abortions is d ~ , but to
the crucial loss of cQntrol by tlie people over the terms of the contract by which they are
goveme.d. ft is clear the amendment process allows the States the _power to snik.e constitu,.
ti-anal decisions contrary LO the desra:s of the States, and that.the :resufts tbe Coun .bas
reached are generally accepted, but such _considerations cannot justify the judicial arrogation now accomplished.
~ now our Constitution is in the hands of an ongoing nine-man constitutional
convention. Accepting such, w.hyshould nine men determine the'COIIStitutiona.l rights and
power_s.when the o_pportnnity exists to have-mueh broadei; control'? To call a constitutiona.l
con;ventien. would provide a healthy injection ofj,ublic.input into theit constitution and
most importantly restore citizen control (!Ver the form of government and. substance of
individual rights.

RP

Detai rs, detai Is, detai Is
By Jennifer Bloom

RobPhmkett

Details, details, details
Now if I would have entitled
this story Student of the year,
you would have expected to read
a straight news story. So, I decided to try a different approach.
Details, details, details.
That was my response to people who reminded me that the
SBA chose not to select an outstanding student this year. They
suggested that "you can't do this
by yourself-you don't represent the stud'e nt body.~
Details.
I don't care. As editor in chief
of this paper, I'm selecting ihe
outstanding student for the 197980 academic year.
Maybe the title is more appropriate than it initially appeared
to be. Did you dance your little
feet off at the spring smoker?
Did you perhaps taste a bit too
much at the wine tasting party,
but had a great time anyway? Do
you enjoy reading the sports
page in The Opinion? Were you
impressed by the record breaking blood donor .program at
Mitchell this year? Are you
pleased that someone finds the
time to organize the intramural
sports program? The detail person behind these activities is 4th
year student Rob Plunkett.
My first memories of Rob re-

•

•

valve around his willingness to
respond; and thereby lay his life
on the line, in every first-year
law class. Because !llY last name
begins with a front-of-the-alphabet letter, and because Rob's
doesn't, I became familiar with
his voice long before I knew ms
face. But once I put his voice
with his face, I never forgot it.
Not because Rob's looks are the
kind only a mother can love,
quite the contrary, but because it
was the same face and, more importantly, feet that moved with
vigor well on into the night at the
regular weekend .parties held
across Summit Avenue at the
residence of several Mitchell
students.
Rob soon found receptive
channels for these energies within
the school system. His list of
involvements is extensive, but
because I don't wish to drag on,
and because I think I've made
my point, but most of all because
Rob will absolutely kill me when
he reads this story, I will stop
here . . .
. . . and start running. P.S.
Please don't tell Rob which direction I went.
PLUNKElT-THANKSFOR
MAKING THE LAST FOUR
YEARS TOLERABLE!

•
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Burton era to end at William Mitchell
By Tim Hassett
Five years ago, William Mitchell College of Law reached .a
critical point in its history. Located in a cramped and inade. glllltC facility on lower Summit
Avenue, the school received a
warning from the American Bar
Association (ABA)-either improve your facilities orelse . . .
That was the year Bruoe Burton became Dean. This summer
he will step down, leaving an
institution that has changed
markedly during his tenure.
Last week, Burton reflected
on those years and spoke both
about his future and William
Mitchell's.
Small Town Boy

Burton was born in 1939 in
Fairmont, MN., a small town
located in the southern part of
the state. He attended Fairmont
High School and graduated in
1957. He majored in English,
Speech and Education at Mankato State University where he
graduated in 1961. Burton spent
the next four years working before deciding to enter the University ofMinnesota Law School.
There, be was a member of Phi
Delta Phi and the Law Review.
Upon graduation, in 1968, he
was admitted to the prestiguous
Order of the Coif.
He joined th-e law firm of
Dorsey, Windhont, Hannaford,
Whitney a_nd Halladay upon
graduation and began teaching
as an adjunct professor at both
the U Diversity of Minnesota and
Willia_m Mitchell before joining
the full-time faculty at Mitchell
in 1973. Then, in 1975, he was
appointed acting dean; the appointment became permanent
in 1976.
The Big Move
At that time, the school was
located in a small building across
the street from the College of St.
·Thomas. As the school grew;
classrooms and parking facilities were rented from St. Thomas. But in 1975,_ St. Thomas
decided to start its own night
program and Burton was told
that the classrooms could no
longer be rented. At the same
time, the school's library was
straining at its seams and law
students were scattered in classrooms on both campuses. To
make a bad situation worse, the
ADA warned the school about
its facilities and pressured school
officials to move-soon.
..We were a very good school
for years and years," Burton
said, ..with an excellent core
faculty and an imaginative curriculum. The problem was we
were over-crowded, nad an inadequate library, and lacked a
central campus."
Things bad reached the point
where Professor Maynard Pirsig warned that the school must
act-plunge ahead-or become
a fifth rate law school.
Macalester College offered
some of its classrooms to Burton but that was a band-aid
measure, at best. However, to
the north, Our Lady of Peace
high school lay vacant after clos-

ing its doors in 1973. After a
good deal of negotiating, which,
at times, drew the concern of
local residents, Mitchell purchased the school. That was
March of 1976. By August, after
a hurried move and some quick
renovation, classes opened.
T.be tougl).estjob that summer
was moving the library. West
Publishing Company donated
boxes and U-Hauls were rented.
Faculty and students supplied
the labor, ferrying boxes of
books between the two schools.
The day picked for the move
was extremely hot but the event
drew both good publicity and
positive community reaction. It
was a good start.
But the move to a new and
very adaptable location was only
the beginning. Obviously, the
next step was paying for it all.
The Board of Trustees met
and -decided that about two-and-a-half million dollars were
needed. But so as not to fall
short, they set their sights highfour million dollars was the goal.
Although he denies sole credit,
saying it was a "collaborative"
effort, Burton's major accomplishment of his ·deanship has
been fundraising. Over three million dollars have been raised
under Burton, along with an
additional $700,000 in testamentllry pledges. The adjoining
Legal Education Center, which
has strengthened Mitchell's ties
with the practicing bar and d~wn
attention to the campus, is paid
for and fully-rented. The main
building W!lS purchased on a
contra.ct for deed witha$lj()O_ 000
balloon payment scheduled for
1984. With Burton's fund-raising
efforts, that payment has been
reduced to Sl,300. In short, the
school's balance sheet is quite
- impressive.
However, Burton warns about
complacency on the part of
donors and alumni. The school
needs a strong endowment to
weather what could be tough
economic times ahead for private education, he said. That's ·
the next step, one which Burton's successor, Geoffrey Peters,
plans to pursue aggressively.
Along with financial achievements, the school has growri
under Burton. The curriculum
has expanded as has both the
adjunct and full-time faculty. A
computer system has been introduced and, according to Burton, the school's image in the
community has improved.
Yet despite his successes, Burton's administration is not without its critics. A common complaint is that Burton is often
indifferent to students' concerns,
a criticism echoed privately by
some faculty members.
Burton frankly admits that he
put little effort towards individual student complaints and,
overall, did not view student
relations as a high p~ority.
"The job (dealing with students) requires a great deal of
hours . . . I looked at the work
week . . . I preferred to use my
time on other (matters)," Burton said.
Burton placed the responsibility_of dealing with students

on the shoulders of his two
Assistant Deans, Curtis Stine,
who resigned last year, and
Marvin Green, who will resign
at the end of this year. But as to
the criticism, Burton takes responsibility, saying that it is
.. probably valid" and that the
buck stops at the dean· office.
Next Move
Burton has been granted a year's
sabbatical whir,h, as you might
expect, is well planned. The first
20 weeks will be spent writing a
seminar book on advanced real
estate transactions. After that,
he will rejoin the Dorsey law
firm, a step that he admits,
"scares the. hell out of me. I
haven't practiced in over seven
years."
A close friend warned him ·
that practicing law is akin to
playing the piano. While. you
don't forget how to play, it can
take awhile to get back into
tune.
After his year's leave, Burton
will talk with Peters about resuming teaching at Mitchell.
When asked what led to his
decision to resign, Burton was
succinct: "Fund raising." Although it was his biggest success, fund raising was a task
Burton liked least, running a
distant third to classroom teaching and practicing law.
..It's hard· work, very time
consuming. It requires a lot of·
spade work," he said.
Asked if he enjoyed his years
as dean, he replied ... Irr balance,
I have. I don't enjoy administration as much as teaching or
practicing-those are more enjoyable. But I've had the opportunity to meet a lot of really dedicated people, people not in it
for the money."
School's Future
Burton views Mitchell's future
as very promising. The school's
financial condition is strong and
its new building comfortable.
Despite a 15 percent drop nationally in law sc_hool applications, Mitchell's applications are
' all ready two ahead oflast year.
Last year, 1,200 people a_pplied ·
to Mitchell and 290 were
accepted.
A sharp decline in high school
enrollment in the state over the
next few years will eventually
have an impact on Mitchell,
Burton said. However, it will
not hit the school as hard as
other institutions because Mitchell tends to attract those who
are working and have decided
on a career change. The average
age of a first year Mitchell student is 25.
Placement of students also
remains high, around 95 percent
within nine months after graduation.
Yet Burton does warn that
the school needs a strong endowment so that when enrollment
does decline, corresponding cuts
in faculty and curriculum can be
avoided.
His Successor
Geoffery Peters has impressed
Burton. The current director of
the National Center for State
Courts has experience both as a
:..1w professor and administra-

toe That, says Burton, gives
,1im a "strong runnign start" on
the job. "l expect he will be very
,uccessful," he said.
Does he have any advice for

.1is successor?
"Start swimming. You make
[it.:: best judgment you can and
hen go on to the next problem.
·," ou can't be right all the time."

Dean Bruce Bm1on
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State adopts sentencing guidelines
by Sally Olbam
Minnesota's new determinate sentencing guidelines will
go into effect on May I of this
year unless the Legislature provides otherwise. The 1978
legislation which directed the
creation of the guidelines provided that they would go into
effect unless the Legislature
took some action before May
l, 1980 to thwart their ·implementation. The commission
which drafted the new guide·1in'es presented them for legislative approval on January I.
There is every indication that
the Legislature will acquiesce
in the adoption of the guidelines.
Only those persons who
commit crimes after May I will
be effected; the guidelines will
not be retroactive. First degree
murder is not included in the
guidelines and will continue to
have a mandatory life sentence.
The guidelines are technically advisory only since a judge
can deviate from the presumptive sentence. However, if a
judge does depart from the
guidelines, he/she will have to
provide written findings of fact
in support of the departure.
Either side has the right to appeal any sentence to the S~preme Court whether or not 1t
comports with the guidelines.
In drafting the presumptive
sentences, the Com~ission
took into consideration past
sentencings and the past releasihg practices of the Minnes_ota
Corrections Board. The gmdelines were drafted so as to
maintain a prison population
which can be accommodated
by present facilities. According
to the Commission's Report,
one general effect of the
presumptive guidelines wiU be
that more defendants convicted of crimes against persons will be imprisoned than
presently while less . persons
convicted of property crimes
will be sentenced to prison than
under current practices.
The purpose of the new
guidelines is to reduce the
disparity of sentences between
persons convicted of similar
crimes who have similar criminal histories. Under current
practices, judges are confronted with many factors
when deciding how to sentence
a person. Obviously each judge
will react diffetent!Y to sucft
fact01:j, some of ~hicb are factors JJFO~ ly Laken into account and some of which are
not.
Under the guidelines, the individual judge's personal discretion will virtually be eliminated from the sentencing process. Generally, only two factors will determine the sentence: the severity level of the
crime, as represented- by the
vertical portion of the grid,
and the defendant's criminal
history, as represented by the
grid's horizontal axis. There
are four components of the defendant's criminal history: 1)
prior felony record; 2) custody
status at the time of the offense
· (whether on probation· or parole at the time of the current
offense); 3) prior misdemeanor

and gross misdemeanor record;
and 4) prior juvenile record for
young adult felons :
The sentendng judge will retain some degree of discretion
when sentencing persons who
fall below the darkened dispositional line on the graph. In
such a case, the judge is allowed a permissive deviation of up
to plus or minus 15% as shown
on the chart.
If the person falls in one of
the categories above the darkened dispositional line, the
guidelines provide that the sentence should be imposed but
not executed. The judge would
then establish the conditions of
the stayed sentence, including a
'probationary period which
could exceed the duration of
the actual sentence. If the person falls below the line, the
sentence should be executed.
According to Craig Forsman, First Assistant Ramsey
County Attorney, "The
primary emphasis of the
guidelines is to dispel
disparities which research indicated existed." Forsman was
referring to the commissi_on's
study which found, for examole, that persons who were

sentenced in rural areas went to
prison more often than persons
in urban areas who had similar
criminal records. The research
also indicated that blacks were
generally sentenced more severely than other persons. "I
think everybody would agree
that uniformity is a good
goal," said Forsmap.
But Louis Torinus, Assistant
Public Defender for Ramsey
County, does disagree. "It's
important that each case be
decided on its own merits. I
like the idea of sentencing being a judge's personal
decision." Although the judges
can deviate from the guidelines, Torinus doubts that dis~
trict judges will often avail
themselves of this option-at
least not after- the first one or
two times. The fact that a
defendant can appeal his
sentence directly to the
Supreme Court does not particularly reassure Torinus
either, "The Supreme Court is
simply not mechanically equipped to handle all those
appeals."
Another aspect of the sen. tencing guidelines is that the

Minnesota Corrections Board
- the parole board - will be
eliminated. Here is how the
parole system will be changed:
Instead of coming at the discretion of the parole board, earlier release
"supervised
release," in the new terminology - will take place according to a formula: one day
early for every two days of
"good time" served_. Thus an
offender sentenced to 24 months
can be sure of getting out
on supervised release after 18
months, provided that his or
her time in prison was free of
violations of prison rules and
disciplinary problems.

Again, says Smaby, the aim
is uniformity. The parole
board has traditionally considered economic and social
factors in deciding whether,
and when, to grant parole, giving an edge to middle-class inmates with good job prospects
and stable family backgrounds.
The new system will eliminate those factors and tie the
early release date ·to -the length
of the original sentence and the
offender's behavior while in-

carcerated, with no room for
parole-board discretion.
The Adult Corrections
Board will not be eliminated,
however. First, it will decide
whether to grant requests for
work release, which inmates
may seek after half their goodtime period has elapsed - after
9 months of a 24-month sentence, for example. Second,
the board will handle revocations of supervised release.
Thus the traditional
parole system will be in effect
for a sizeable prison population for some time to come.
That creates a need, says
Smaby: Unless the board
brings its parole policies_ for
pre-May 1 inmates into line
with the new guidelines, there
will for years to come be two
prison populations in Minnesota, subject to two different
standards for early release.
There are indications that
the board may be reluctant to
do so, partly out of opposition
to the commission guidelines.
It may be necessary, Smaby
says, for the Legislature to
urge-or require-the board to
change its parole policies to
conform to the new standards.

IV. SENTENCING GUIDELINES GRID
Presumptive Sentence Lengths in Months
Italicized numbers within the grid denote the ~ange within which a judge may sentence
without the sentence being deemed a departure.

CRIMINAL HISTORY SCORE
SEVERITY ·LEVELS OF

0

CONVICTION OFFENSE*
Unauthorized Use of
Motor Vehicle
Possession of Marijuana
Theft Related Crimes
($150-$2500)
Sale of Marijuana

Simple Robbery

Assault, 2nd Degree

1

2

3

4

5

6or more

I

12

12

12

15

18

21

24

n

12

12

14

17

20

23

27
25-29

19

22
21-23

27
25-29

32
30-34

25
24-26

30-34

.

Theft Crimes ($150-$2500) DI
Burglary - Felony Intent
Receiving Stolen Goods
($150-$2500)

.

IV

V

VI

12

13

12

15

23

18

21

-

26

16

21

18

27

30

32

41
31-45

30

3g

46

54

29-31

36-40

43-49

50-58

34

44
42-46

54
50-58

60-10

65
60-10

81
15-81

90-104

95
89-101

113
106.:..120

132
124-140

33-35

65

-

Aggravated Robbery
Assault, 1st Degree
Criminal Sexual Conduct,
1st Degree.

VD

24

32

41

49

23-25

30-34

38-44

45-53

vm

43

54

41-45

50-58

65
60-70

11-81

76

97

Murder, 3rd Degree

97
IX 94-100

119

127

149

176

205

116-122

124-130

143-155

168-184

195-215

230218-242

Murder, 2nd Degree

116
X 111-121

140

162

203

243

133-141

153-111

192-214

231-255

284
210-298

324
309-339
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ENERGY FUTURE: TheEnd-of A Lifestyle
by Dennis Brown
With each turn of the car ignition and each push of the
house furnace, the end of an
era approaches. We are witnessing the demise of easy energy.
From here on, the solutions
become more elusive, the decisions potentially more disastrous. Up until now, the
United States has followed an
energy policy of "strength
through exhaustion." In other
words, the work of our society
has been done largely by harnessing sources of energy
which are finite. Sources which
we are depleting rapidly. We
are now faced with the question of whether we can, and
should, continue with this
policy, or whether we must
change our technologies in
order to have an energy future.
It is probably true that no
one can make a completely
value-free analysis of the
energy situation. There will
always be underlying ideas and
viewpoints, be they that "small
is beautiful," or "this country
did not conserve itself to greatness, it produced itself to greatness." Nevertheless, neither
view cannot escape the fact
that a dependency upon a nonrenewable energy resource is
self-defeating, if not suicidal
- especially when there are al- ,
ternatives.
To consider the alternatives,
it is helpful to first understand
the problem. One of the factors contributing to our predic-

ament has been our utter trust
fri technology. It .is- commcfnly
believed that if there is a problem, it can be solved through
technology. It appears, however, that something in this notion has gone amiss, at least in
the energy sphere. While we actively developed and improved
upon our technological
answers, we apparently got
ahead of the questions. All of a
sudden we're realizing that
non-renewable resources like
oil, natural gas, coal and
uranium can be exhausted. All
of a sudden we're realizing that
technological "answers" like
nuclear fission are not the
"fail-saf~" cure we expected.
We're tail-spinning right in the
.middle of the flight. Many believe that the cure for our
energy ills can be found in
nuclear power or in synthetic
fuels, yet these alternatives.
threaten to have us walk lockstep right into another single
energy source dependency. A
dependency on an energy
source which, like oil, is nonrenewable. It would appear instead, that real solutions must
diversity and decentralize our
energy problem, while developing renewable energy sources.
See, A. Lovins, Soft Energy
Paths, (N.Y.: Harper & Row,
1979); R. Stobauch and D.
Yergin (Eds), Energy Future:
Report of the Harvard Business School, (N. Y'.: Random
House, 1979).
Instead of searching for an

Hoffman

"Traffic Director."
'In· closing, I would like t~
thank the students and staff for
your support and friendship,
whether it was in the Placement
Office or in the Financial Aids
Office. I wish I had been gi'ven a
chance to say good-by to my
many friends and acquaintances
at William Mitchell, but with
this letter I wish all of you happiness. and success in future endeavors. I am confident that
somehow everything will work
out well for me-hopefully, my
next job will be union?

in the Salary· Statistics for Private Schools. I became part of
the lowest statistic!
Was it a mathematical problem? In the past the School has
been administered by Dean
Burton and two assistant deans,
or at the present, one associate
dean -and a business manager,
totaling three people. The n~wlyselected dean has recently appointed two assistant deans,
totaling three deans, -which in
addition to a business manager,
· equals four people. Does this
mean that there were too many
people at the top, so jobs had to
be reorganized and work redistributed to make room at someone else's expense? Was it hoped
that I would resign because of
thepressurep ut onmethqselast
three weeis? I fell that l was
doing a good job, so had decided
to tolerate the situation, and
was looking forward to better
days under the new administration.
If my job had to be eliminated
because of a budget or reorganization problem, why was it not
presented. to me in an honest
and forthright manner, giving
me an ultimatum, or a 3-4 week
notice in order to find another
job, along with a letter of recommendation?
I will probably never know
the real reason why I lost my job
and why it was handled in such a
shabby fashion. With regard to
who is responsible-my termination letter came from the Business Manager, but he is not the

Sincerely yours,
Jan Hoffman

S

*
•
moker explained
·.

In the last Opinion, the use of
Smoker* with the definition "an
informal.social gathering for
men and women" was in no way
meant to chide women or suggest that their attendance at the
Smokers was inadequate. The
reason "and women" was added
was to bring Webster's definition of smoker in line with the
Mitchell usage, it being pointed
out by some members of the
student body that use of the
term "smoker" was sexist. I
thought, in view of the Mitchell
tradition that "smoker" obviously meant a gathering for all
students, it was better to doctor
the dictionary definition rather
than the name.

energy source to replace our oil
dependency, we should be examining our present energy
situation. We would then be
addressing the root of the
problem. It has been estimated
that through conservation
alone, America could reduce
its current energy usage by up
to 40 percent. Stobauch & Yergin, supra at 138. What is
needed is a restructuring of our
values and approach, no.t a dependency substitute. To do this
we must deflate the idea that
the more energy we use, the
better off we are. After all, we
are energy gluttons - the
United States uses nearly twice
as much energy as West Germany and almost four times
the amount of New Zealand.
Lovins, supra at xiv. Further,
for each dollar of gross product produced, West Germany
is able to use only threequarters of the energy required
in the United States, and
France uses only half. Stobauch & Yergin, supra at 143.
Adopting a policy which is
both energy efficient and not
self-defeating would probably
cause a change in attitude and
lifestyle. But it would be shortsighted to assume that "increased ,energy efficiency or
roof insulation will alter
lifestyles while increased
energy use or a plutonium
economy will not, or that the
technical success of district

Parking
from page I
cumstances result in fewer female students using the
school's facilities out of fear of
being subject to attack. Thus a
plan to encourage their use of
the facilities by improving their
access was found discriminatory, yer permissible. Whether
the Department 9f H1Jman
Rights, who brought the action, will appeal, is not known.

"Some attorneys carve careers,
others chisel."
Anon

heating or wind conversion is
speculative while that of large
fast breeder reactors or coal
gasification is not." Lovins,
supra at 16.
It is often said that we
should rely on the technologies
that are here and now. But
often, what is here and now is
not due to superior technology
or public welfare, but rather
government subsidy or societal
convenience. These should riot
be the reasons underlying an
energy policy. Nor should cost
comparisons be used to support an argument when the
figures cited rarely reflect the
true costs. For example, "conventional energy sources have
received more than $120 billion
in incentives and subsidies,
while the unconventional
sources have received virtually
nothing by comparison." Sto- ;
bauch & Yergin, supra at 11.
Thus, unless the subsidies are
included in the costs, it is inaccurate to compare nuclear
power with solar energy on a
cost per kilowatt basis. Maybe
cost comparisons . should be
omitted altogether, as sonie
writers advocate, and have
energy direction and developmeJit be dictated by policy
rather than by price. B. Commoner, The Poverty of Power
(N.Y.: Bantam Books, 1976).
See also, W. Clark, Energy for
Survival (N. Y.: Anchor Books,
1974).

Clearly, this area is far too

complex and involved to be
adequately addressed in one:µ-tide. At best, all that can be
hoped for is to raise some of
the issues and to provide
source references for additional reading. To understand
the situation, further reading is
essential, for up until recently,
the debate has been one-sided.
This is not surprising, however, since conservation and
passive energy systems are far
harder to grasp and comprehend than a lump of coal.
Further, the technical data and
energy growth curves hc\Ve
been controlled by those individuals marketing the
energy. In that setting it is difficult to get an accurate picture
from which to base a decision,
But this is changing, differing
"iewpoints are emerging based
on documented evidence:
studies showing that decreased
energy consumption does not
mean a fallen standard of living, m: showing that nuclear
power and synthetic fuels are
not the only answer to our present or future energy needs.
These viewpoints are expressed
in the books quoted in this article. However, if you never read
these sources, at least remember this - that one form of
energy can be conservation,
which says that insulating your
roof does not mean freezing in
the dark. Energy sources will
be chosen whether we make the
decision or someone else does.

Spring Smoker
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Book review: The Brethren
Everette E. Dennis is professor. and director of graduate
studies in the School of Journalism & Mass Communication at
the University of Minnesota.
During 1978-79 he was a visiting
scholar (liberal arts fellow in
law) at Harvard Law School
and is author and editor of several booksincludingJwticeHugo
Black and the Ffrst Amendment
and The Media Society (both
1978).
Bob Woodward and Scott
Armstrong. The Brethren. New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1980.
This is a book that instantly
invites controversy and stimulates public discussion._ This is
so because of The Brethren's
principal claim: that it penetrates
the velvet curtain of the Supreme
Court of the.United States taking
the reader backstage to observe
the justices' private discourse,
even their private thoughts.
If such a claim is borne out
with persuasive evider.ce, the
j>ook is a profound contribution
to our understanding of public
affairs and the legal system. But
if it falls short of the mark, it
may be damaging to the reputation of an essential institution in
our governmental scheme. And
it may even be unethical.
One would not necessarily
expect a book about the inner
workings of the Supreme Court
and its justices' discussions of
the dynamics of complex legal
decisions to be other than a dry
account, good for us to read,
but riot particularly enjoyable.
Instead, this book is utterly fascinating. It is an adventure story.
It uses all the techniques of the
literary artist-dialogue, extensive description, scene-setting,
even the interior monologue
wherein the thoughts of the main
characters are reported in detail.
The authors have produced a
nonfiction novel based on private conversations with unnamed
sources, little of which can be
verifed. And that is the main
problem with the book. Claiming that their sources are more
than 170 law clerks and certain
unnamed justices, plus private
notes and perhaps some purloined papers, Woodward and
Armstrong hide behind confidential sources. This would not
in itself be much of a problem if
there was certainty that the
sources had themselves been present to witness the events they
report. But most of them were
not. The authors have recreated
scenes in the closed Supreme
Court conference room without
benefit of eyewitnesses in many
instances. While some of the
information is alleged to come
from the justices themselves, most
of it clearly come:; from the law
clerks. And the view that the
clerks got was from offhand
remarks, a kind of distant peephole gazing.
So it is that the point-of-view
changes from scene to scene. In
one instance, the careful reader
can figure out that the viewpoint expressed is undoubtedly
that of Justice Potter Stewart.
In another instance, the scene is
reconstructed from the spot information provided by clerks. This
inconsistency in reality provides
a fragmented picture, but the
authors claim a kind of false
continuty and are thereby dis-

honest in their portrayal.
Another maddening quality
in the book is the straw-man
technique that they set up. They
begin with the assumption that
the Supreme Court is not really
a human institution at all, but
one befitting black robes and
velvet curtains. The justices are
not men in such a view, but disinterested demi-gods who have
risen above the noisy_r_ll_m ble of
American life. Then, with breathless prose the authors discover
that the institution is indeed
human and that the players have
warts and other foibles. They
argue, carp, goss_ip and worse.
The authors through a careful
delivery of prnse feign shock
and amazement. What they have
discovered is already known to

anyone who has observed the
Supreme Court closely over the
years. There are disputes-some
philosophical, some personalthere are the kindnesses and
cruelties between and among
the nine justices. ·
The book plugs into the prevailing view m the media that
the Chief Justice is a heavyhanded Nixonite trying to force
his will on the court. They discover that he is unable to, but
dismiss him as a man without
leadership qualities, intelligence
and humanity. The emperor,
they say, has no- clothes. They
further discover that the court is
made up of ordinary men who
are often out of their depth and
overworked. They raise questions
about competence, but suggest

no wrong doing, nothing that
would merit the kind of whistleblowing the clerks who taiked to
them apparently did.
What the book reports about
the relations between and among
the justices may be correct, but
it badly misses the mark. It lacks
order and context. There is little
reaching back for historical comparison-save for Earl Warren.
We don't know whether the
scenes we are witnessing are
commonplace at the Court (they
are, scholars say) or unique to
this court and its present leader.
The authors focus almost exclusively on the process of decisionmaking and virtually ignore the
decisions themselves. Of course,
it is the decisions that make up
American law, not the strategic_
wrangling that leads to them.
The book covers six terms of the
court and treats certain cases,
not necessarily the most important cases, but cases that the
authors were able to get a fix on.

There are freq1.1ent inaccura,
For exampJc, tliere an:Instances when the authors have the
wrong justice writing a majority
opinion, a flaw that sheds doubt
on the credibility and accuracy
of the whole project.
Finally, the authors tell us
that the ends justify their means.
That unnamed sources and a
shameful lack of documentation
is warranted because of the invaluable public information they
have yielded. Their argument is
not convincing and neither is
the book. Although the book
has caused a great stir and a
flurry of publicity, it is doubtful
that it will have much lasting
impact. It is full of holes, full or
errors, full of questions, leaving
the reader full of doubt. And, in
, the background there are books
that do far more to explain how
the court works-for example ·
Anthony Lewis's Gideon's
Trumpet-that provide a better
model for future court watchers.

If you want to know
wbat other bar review courses
will look like in three years,
look at BBC today.
For years, B RC has set the standard of bar reviewing with
continuous innovations and refinements designed to enhance
the effectiveness and efficiency of bar preparati'on. Programmed Learning, Diagnostic Pre-testing, Condensed Capsule Outlines, Page and Line Referencing and Issue Graphs
are just some of the features other courses are still trying to
copy.
We are better because we are educational technologists.
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Julie Gruber announces plans to leave
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After nearly three years as
Student Bar Coordinator, Julie
Gruber has announced that she
will be leaving June 15. Gruber,
who works about 25 hours a
week for the Student Bar Association, says her plans for the
future are "kind of up in the air."
She explained that she will be
graduating this spring from the
University of Wisconsin, River
Falls with a degree in sociology.
"I think I'm going to try to get
some type of work in business,"
she said. "I've also considered
going back to school to get a
masters in business."
Gruber said that she is excited
about the change, but that she
will miss the kids. "I love the
kids and all of their personalities. They really gave me a lot."

Gruber did admit, though, that
there had been a few problems.
For example, there has always
been a controversy around the
parking lottery," she explained,
"and at times it did make things
a bit difficult for me."
Gruber believes that the SBA
has made some positive changes.
She feels that the new location,
for the Used Bookstore and the
SBA office is good. "It's not
quite as easy to just drop in and
say hello, not like it used to be,
but the studends still come in
here when they need something.
The location is accessible."
Gruber said that she was
pleased that she had this opportunity to_ say good by to the kids
at Mitchell and "thanks."

Julie Gruber

Summer softball set
Barring any unforeseen circumstances (e.g., a last-minute
player strike), the William Mitchell Softb!lll League will will
start the week following Memorial Day. Major changes have
occurred in league scheduling
and location. Games will be
scheduled on Friday and Sunday evenings.
· The reason for the change to
Friday was that the Derham
fields were reserved for Monday
through Thursday by the High~
land Groveland Association in
early September of last year,
prior to the time the Mitchell
Commissioner contacted Derham. It is expected that the
change to Friday won"t seriously
affect the number of teams playingduringtheweek, for although
some team members will have
conflicts on that .night, Friday
night scheduling will not interfere with summer s_c hool sessions, and as far as post-game
partying- with the requisite
recuperative period-the night
is most conducive to that activity.
The Friday night games wiffbe played at the Derham fields
and will start at 6:15. Sunday
evening games will be played at
MacMurray playground (see
map) and also start at 6: l 5. The
reason for the move is to provide more fields for play (8 are
available) and to provide better
playing surfaces than those at
Derham. The playground is
fairly close to Mitchell, bas restrooms, and has only one serious
drawback. On certain weekends
tournaments are scheduled for
Saturday and Sunday afternoons at Mac Murray and if rain
forces a delay of play, we will
have to wait until the tournament is completed. Derham has
been reserved on Sunday nights
and teams displaced at MacMurray will be mO¥ed to Derham. One other advantage that
MacMurray possesses is the
lack of Brother Walter, our
good friend over at Cretin.
Preseason scouting rep,orts
indicate a stronger league o·verall and generally more balance
among the teams. Last year's

Class A champs, the Running
Rebels, have disbanded, as have
Lurum, Cheatum and Run, and
the Hot Dagos. as to a super-·
team coalescing out of these
fragmented powerhouses. J,L&O
and the Como Bombers should
return to provide spirited, if
somewhat ringerladen, competition. Jim Weiner's Choses-inAction will remain active this
year, although they will be not
quite as hard-hitting, not quite
so sure-fielding, but confidently
will return as the most dogged
drinkers on the diamonds. The
Summit Sluggers will be tough
again, as will the Bomboes, who
have decided to play serious ball
and cut down on the legions of
players that flocked beneath the
Bomboe banner, concentrating
. on ten solid superstars.
Mansco's Team will be back
to prove that last year's Class 8
championship was a fluke, as
the team will further their quest
for sunlight from the cellar. A
late-forming, consCJousnessraising, no-nonsense, no-cheesecake conglomoration is being
assembled by Chris Stroemer,
consisting of eight women and
two men, who wi)] carry forward the trend pioneered by the
Boml>oe's equal rights infield to
its logical conclusion. Competition for the ·two spots is intense.
At press time it is unknown
whether this inchoate outfit will
r{sult in making the Learned
Hands the league amputees.
§152.02 can only improve, Danner's Animals have hopefully
been put to sleep, and Lea's
Fleas have gone to the dogs.
The Commissioner has announced that any team using
any of Ken Kirwins's Con Law
acronyms (e.g., S.L.A.P.S.
Value), will be banned for needlessly tormenting the league by
resurrecting those concepts. An
organizational meeting will be
held Wednesday, May 21st at
6:30 at William Mitchell in the
lounge. Team managers must be
present with a $20 entry fee. At
that time rules will be discussed.
A sign-up for the league is now
posted outside the used bookstore.

There's still ~ime to join MBR/BRI.
As the July bar exam approaches, Minnesota Bar
Review/BRI, Inc. knows how important it is to have
your study time well organized.
And MBR/BRI, with its excellent lectures,
comp!ete written mater_ials, and comprehensive
practice testing will show you how to
-organize and use the coming weeks most
productively and efficiently.

MBR/BRI
will help you pass the bar exam.

...-----------~ -(
Inc~
Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI,

~ -

-

861 West Butler Square
100 North 6th Street
Minneapolis. MN 55403
(612) 338-1977

Minnesota Bar Review/BRI, Inc. is now

interviewing students for 1980-81 positions
as campus representatives.
Interested students should contact the MBR/BRI
office at 338-1977 to arrange an interview.
Minnesota
'
Bar Review/BRt, rnc.
'

861 West Butler Square
100 North 6th Street
Minneapolis. MN 55403

(612) 338-1977
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Bernie's Deli Delights Doug
byDoug~on
Bernie's original location is a
combination Jewish Delicatessen
Bakery and Restaurant. (About
the second location in down. town Saint Paul, the less said, I
am afraid, the better.) Bernie's is
located only a few doors from
the Lincoln Del in Saint Louis
Park. With that 'chic sort of
com petition, you know the place
has got to be good Jo survive.
The prices are not cheap, but
they are lower than comparable
delicatessens and the portions
and quality are very good. An
added advantage is that you
don't have to suffer "chic."
Bernie's has one of those extensive menus tliat always turn this
reviewer into quivery indecision.
Suspicion occurs to me, too,
·since most places today are hard
put to do six items well, let alone
sixty. But Bernie's comes throug_h
on the items I have ordered, and
I would &urmise that the others
are equally appetizing.
Start with soup. Jewish cuisine loves soup, and Bernie's
offers seven: two "borschts" (beef
based stock with cabbage or
beet), two chicken soups (noodles or matzo), french onion,
clam chowder (Fridays only),
and a soup of the day. Cups or
bowls are available and prices
rangefrom$.85 toS2.75. Everyone knows that chicken soup
cures everything, while borchst
puts haiT on your chest and lust
in your heart. Bernie :s soups ars
certainly up to these standards.
There are the stand·a rd Jewish
appetizers also (gefilte fish,
chopped liver, sweet and sour
meatbaUs, and pickled herril)g).
I love herring. Some people do
and some don't and no one, to
my knowledge, has ever changed
sides because of anything amere
restaurant reviewer has had to
say, so no more about that. I
will say something about gefilte
fish, though. Gefilte "fish" are
small, lightly pickled dumplings
made of shredded fish and cracker crumbs and served with horse~
radish. The fish is usually pike
and whitefish and the result is
light, delectable, and the antithesis of"fishy." When these are
called "Quenelles" and served in
a French restaurant they can
cost quite a lot, and, they are
usually not as good, so order
them at Bernie's instead.
· Even before you reach soup
or appetizer, however, Bernie's

will have sated your hunger with
pickles and rolls. Bernie's pumpernickel, caraway (Jewish) rye,
and sourdough rolls are better
than any bread served at _any
restaurant in the Twin Citie~
area (with the possible exception of the French bread at
Hotel de France, the 510 or
Chouette). Those awful, little
"hot-from-the-oven" wonder
breads served at trendy restaurants do not begin to compare.
The pickles are half-sour "hot"
pickles. I cannot speak so fondly
of these. The reason is not that
they are not good: they are
excellent. But I am used to the
east~of-Chicago style bland-cure
of pickles, as opposed to hotcure west-of-Chicago type (the
deli-counterman will explain .the
nuances, if you. are interested)
and I simply cannot get used to
those. Bernie's, though, are the
best you can get west-of-Chicago,
and they are available, gratis, on
the table, in gargantuan wooden
tubs, designed for the heaviest
pickle appetites. "Eat bread and
salt and tell the truth," says an
old Russian proverb. Bread, salt
and pickles at Bernie's makes an
honest meal indeed.
I would be hard-pressed to
actually "review" the roster of
entrees at Bernie's. So I will
offer an "overview," instead.
First, breakfast is properly revered at Jewish restaurants, and
Bernie's is no exception. All the
standard American-English
breakfasts are offered,· together
with some interesting variations
like chicken livers and eggs
($4.85), smoked salmo11, eggs
and onions ("lox" to Jewish
folks) at $5 .25, and "beef bacon"
and eggs ($3.95). Corned beef
hash and eggs or kippers and
eggs are served, together with
several versions of the excellent
smoked fish platters· for which
Jewish breakfast-brunch cuisine
is'famous, at four to five dollars.
Pancakes, side orders (including my own special favorite,
Kaiser rolls), fruit, juice, cereal,
and several varieties of excellent
bagels round out the AM selection.
Sandwiches? Bernie's can tell
you about sandwiches: hot, cold,
combination, and in platters.
Ubiquitous delicatessen items
such as corned beef and pastrami ($3.60) each, Reuben sandwiches ($4.60), smoked salmon
($4.15),and Salami($3.I0-$3.60)
can be had. So can a delicious

tongue sandwich at $3.65. If
you've never had tongue, you
should try it at Bernie's: it is sufficiently moist and the slices are
sufficiently thin to make a superb
sandwich. Standard luncheon
sandwiches are offered and so
are barbecued beef ($3.65), an
interesting snob appeal item
called"RichMan'sSnack"($5.95)
consisting of many meats and
cheeses on sourdough, and the
usual variety of hamburgers
($2.75 and up). This does not
begin, I hasten to add, to dent
the selection.
Bernie's also offers saJads,
though that always strikes me as
an unseemly selection in a delicatessen, like chicken at a seafood restaurant. The smo,ked
whitefish platter ($4.95) is in~
eluded in this category, though,
and that I.can heartily recommend. The potato salad served.
with that platter brings us to
"side orders"which also include
excellent coleslaw, fries, and hash
browns ($.95-$1.25). Bernie's famous for french-fried onion rings
($1.50-$2. 75), but the last order
I had was a trifle too breaded
and too heavily fried for my
taste. I suppose you would call
blintzes (blini to Russians and
Poles) a "side order," too, though
they are outside the usual categories of American dining.
Though blintzes are not a particularfavorite of mine, my wife
is a devotee. She pronounces
Bernie's blintzes among the very
best, with. light, sweet farmer
cheese interiors and lightly fried
crepe-like exteriors. These are
served with sour cream, singly
or by the pair (SI .50 or $3.25).
Fruit-filled ($3.45) or tuna and
cheese-filled ($4.25) versions are
also offered for the non-purist.
Bernie's dinner entrees range
in price from the the spaghetti
plate ($5. 75) to the sirloin steak
dinner ($10.50) and include such
Minnesota standards as walleye
pike ($8.00) and fried chicken
($6.75).-1 avoid these and the six
or eight other "Ametjcan" items
however, though I am sure that
these dinners are both enormous
and well-prepared, two of Bernie's hallmarks. I prefer to stick
to the chicken paprikash ($7 .00)
or stuffed cabbage($? .00), which
strike me as closer to the central
and eastern European origins of
Jewish couisine. The regular dinners include excellent rolls, coleslaw or salad, potatoes, and
juice or soup. Ala carte versions.

of all dinners -are available at
$1.25 less than the dinner prices.
I love stuffed cabbage and grant
kudos to this dish at Bernie's,
but my favorit~ are the dinner
"features," which vary with the
day of the week. These include
corned beefand cabbage ($5. 7~).
beef stew ($4.95), roast brisket
of beef ($5 .95), and liver- and
onions ($5.65). These dinners,
especially the weekend brisket
dinner (offered Friday through
Sunday), bring out large numbers of young families with kids,
and graduate students. These
two categories of patrons are a
sure give-away of a good value,
which these featured dinners certainly are. T~~ brisket dinner
includes the excellent rolls mentioned earlier, two enormous
potato pancakes with apple sauce
and sour cream, and a staggering portion of sliced roast brisket
of beef with onions. The potato
pancakes are heavenly and the
brisket is always tender and flavorful. I always:tak-e away ery>ugh
for a subs.tanrial l unch (and, I
confess, a roll or two).
I am usually sufficiently satiated after a dinner like this to be
able to decline dessert, but I am
sorry to do that at Bernie's. A
dozen pies are_ effered(S I. l{l to
$1.40) along with many pastries,
cakes, cheese cake and ice cream
concoctions($. 75 to SI. 75). The

most extravagant desert available is cream puffs with strawberries ($2.45), which seems like
decadence itself.
The decor at Bernie's is nothing
to speak of: restaurant supply
standard issue is the rule. The
prices are not exactly cheap either
and the wait for dinner (though
not for seating) can be longish.
On the other hand, Bernie's food
is consistently good and some
things (potato pancakes, rolls,
blintzes, corned beef, Reubens
and brisket, for example) are
unexcelled. The portions are very
generous and the service is
friendly and competent. There
· is a childrens' menu ($1.50 to
$2.25 for a complete meal), also,
to limit the bankroll damage for
the cost-conscious law student
and family. Bernie's, all in all, is
.a very good "family" restaurant.
I heartily recommend it.
Bernie's is located at 4212
West Lake Street (927-8844) in
Saint Louis Park, just five minutes from Lake and Hennepip..
The restaurant is open weekdays from 7:30 a.m. until 12:00
midnlpt (1 :t8 a.m. on Saturdays and Sundays).
Bernie's will take reservations
for parties of four or more, but
credit cards are not accepted.
Take-out menu service Is available and party platten ue aJso
prepared.

Klldo

It was a pleasure to be -in a
class with an instructor so well
prepared who presented difficult material in depth and
with clarity.
Beyond his classroom expertise and perhaps most
significant was hi$ obvious
respect for each student as an
individual. We thank him, and
he cao·be confident that he has
our respect in turn.

by SUSAN BATES

Professor Ihrig deserves accolades.
He combined a sense of real
world practical with corporate
hypothetical and polished it all
of with jurisprudential commentary. All this in his first goround of teaching Business Organizations II.
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Student ·recounts marathon

Law Review organized

Eric Nilsson is a fourth yearstudent. Last Monday, he completed his third Boston marathon.

The Editorial Board of the
William Mitchell Law Review
completed the election of next
year's Board on April 13. The
following people were elected to
positions on the Volume 7 Board
of Editors: Greg Stenmoe, Editor-in-Chief; Stacey Dekalb,
Mary Mason, and Terri Wagner,
Executive Editors; Chuck Cox,
Peggy Daly; Tom DiPasquale,
Mark Gwin, Dave Johnson,
Luke Komarek, Mike Madigan,
Don Ridley and Becky Wessman, Editors.
Students who wish to write
for the Law Review next year
must attend the meeting on
Tuesday, May 27th at 6:30 p.m.
Several introductory lectures
will be given along with the first ·
writing assignment. In addition,
those students who missed the
organizational meeting on April
15th will be assigned an Editor
at that time.
Staff elections are held in the
fall and are based on successful
completion of the summer writing program. Copies qf the
-5chedule for the summer writing
program are available in room
317. Staff members may receive
two credits for the year and may
satisfy thelong paper require-

By che time ~y tax: class was .
wx!erway last Mbf!(lay,l'Was writh-·
ing in pain on a hot patch of
pavement 1200 mile$ away. roe
between nec:>n and2:44 p..m..EST;
before 1.5 million "fans", I ran
26.2 miles from the hamlet of
Hoplcinroo ro downtown Boston.
1i;w35 not-my first Bos:tnnM.anr-

r.hon. le mosr certain.ly will.not be
my last.
·I should not wish to drag even
my fuse yearprofessors through
a -s~l?y-sttuie- accoum of my
agonizingadvemure. Yer-.minglai
wii:b the ronure was-a special joy
which I must share.
After 20 miles of "musing", I
entered the twilight zone of selfdoubt, defeatism, and excruciating pa.iD. Musel~ oo tonger r.esp<>nded ro cemmands of will.
and :the prospect oJ failure shatcec.ed my confidence and ooncencration. Signs o£ heat exhaustion
beci.me manifest andlgrew desperate for water. My pace slowed.
Then, ahead, a small anonymous
hand held out a cup of water. I
aimed for it and discovered the
hand belonged to a small boy,
hidden, by more vocal bur less
thougbtfulspeaarors. Taking rhe
cup I thanked the child ( who
said,, "you·rc. weko.me!") and
sipped the water. But though mythirst was quenched, my momentum was lost. "Is this it?" I asked
myself. "Am I finished, six miles
shon?" There was no chance co
consider it further, for at that
moment, the crowd· around me
screamed and. cheered. "Go.me on
M~ca." (I wore a T-shin
reading, "Minnesota Swede");
"You can do it! You're gonna
make it!" Their hearts overflowed
with encouragement: I could not
let these pepple down. Gritting
my teeth, I pulled cogether my
scrambled brain and pushed my
!egs inco gca.c. My group of supponers n!Sponded with a swell of
cheers'atld sent.me on with.faith
restored.

ment by publishing a long student work in the Review. All
students who want to participate in the Review are encouraged to do so.
Any questions regarding the
summer writing program or
participation in the Law Revtew
in general can be brought to any
of the above mentioned people
in room 317.
Volume 6, issue one of the
Law Review is available for distribution in rootn 317. All students who have not picked up
their free copy may still do so.
Issue two of Volume 6 is scheduled for publication the last
week of June. Issue two will
contain Professor Michael K.
Steenson's second article, The
Anatomy of'Products Liability
in Minnesota: Principles of
Loss Allocation. In addition;
the issue will contain case comments by Gary Greenberg, on
Hart V. Cessna Ai[craft Co.,
Dave Sparby, on University
Community Properties v. New
Riverside Cafe. and Elizabeth
Cutter, on Cracraftv. City ofSt.
Louis Park. All students are
encouraged to make a trip to
sch()ol this summer to pick up
their copy.

Eric Nilsson and Rosie Ruiz at the
IO-mile mark.
. \
The final stretch appeare<J, the
thunderous roar of shouting spectators-a hundred thousand of
them-shookmyemorions. Above
it all I could hear Beethoven's
"Ode to Joy" ringing through my
head. I quickened my stumbling
pace to a near sprint, flashed a
smile and threw my hands t?ward

the sky, "Rocky" fashion. The
cheering crescendoed spontaneously. My final time was neither
first nor fast, but I felt .triumphant nonetheless. For mis~
rience, so ridden with JlllW;. had
cQngu,ered self-doubt.
T.hough my body aches, life
seems richer now.

William Mitchell Law Review Editorial Board, Volume Seven;
(1eft to ri_gbt) Becky Wessman, Chuck Cox. Mary~ Tom
DiI>asquale, Luke Komarek, Don Ridley, Greg Stemnoe, Mike
Madigan, Stacey Dekalb Peggy Daly, Dave Johnson, Mark
Gwin, Terri Wagner.

Spring Moot Court winners announced
On Saturday, April 5, 1980, a
specia~ panel of the Twelfth Circuit Court of Appeals met here
at William Mitchell to hear oral
arguments in the case of Smith
v. Dane. The parties were represented by the top two moot
court teams in the spring moot
court competition, Tim Hassett,
Joe Pingatore, and Lane Phillips for· the appellant, and Jennifer Johnson and Patricia Hinoj osa for the appellee. The case
involved difficult first amendment issues, as well as federal
abstention problems, all revolving aroum;l the firing of, a policewoman after she removed
the American flag from her uniform to protest sex discrimination in the police department.
After listening to oral arguments in the case, the special
panel that included Minnesota

Supreme Court Justice Rosalie
E. Wahl, Federal Judges Harry
Macuughlinand Donald Alsop;
Professor Michael K. ·Steenson,
and former Moot Court Competition winner Sally Scoggin,
returned with a decisionfor the
appellee. Jennifer Johnson and
Patricia Hinojosa, repres·enting
the appellee, are the new Rosalie
E. Wahl Moot Court Competition champions, and along- with
the second place team of Hassett, Pingat,ore and Phillips, will
represent William Mitchell in
next fall's National Moot Court
Competition.

Moot Court panel listens to final arguments.

America's only night school news

Today's rumors are tomorrow's headlines

Fourth year student Lyle Tov,
traveling incognito, purchases ticket
at Topeka International Airport
The SBA President announced last week that the
SBA wit! file a civil action seeking to recover funds allegedly
misappropriated by former
SBA member and fourth year
student Lyle Tov. Tov alleged
ly used nearly $4000 from the
SBA Treasury to attend Shriners' conventions in several
states during the months of
November and December
1979. Tov's travels to the conventions which were held in
Miami, Scottsdale, and Topeka are also currently the subject of a grand jury investiga- tion. Those close to the investigation expect that the
grand jury will be sympathetic
toward Tov's trips to the towns
touting the tremendous temperatures though tough toward
the trip to Topeka.
Also, reportedly, under investigation by both the SBA
and the grand (if they indict,
they're the best) jury is SBA
Treasurer Pecunia Avarice
who reportedly received com
missions from airlines and
hotels for booking Tov's reservations and allegedly paid
0

0

Tov's bills from Master Charge
and Carte Blanche. Friends of
Tov and Avarice claim that
Tov's attendance at the various
conventions helped to promote
William Mitchell and possibly
advance the school as a site for
future conventions. As one
friend noted, "Tov has gotten a
great deal of publicity for the
school and he should not be
chided just because he wore a
fez and sometimes a lamp
shade while doing it."
William Mitchell students
have been just plain sick since
the revelations of alleged
misconduct by two people
whom they trusted. One student in Professor Smith's (no
relation to Rev. Jim Jones)
contracts class threw up in
class yesterday for no apparent
reason. Gloria Femina, Presid~nt of the Women's Law Caucus, stated that she was not too
concerned about the alleged
misuse of student money, per
se, but that she found travel on
student funds to states not yet
having ratified the ERA demeaning to women students.
As for Avarice, Femina called

'One of America's greatest jurists'
says who?
The administration announced yesterday that it is
holding a contest open to students, faculty, and alumni to
determine just who it was that
called William Mitchell, "one
of America's greatest jurists."
Entries must be turned in at the
front desk no later than May
11, 198<1. The winner's name
will be placed under the quotation as it now appears on the
base of the bust across from
the office. Also, the winner
will have the quote attributed
to him or her in highly respected publications such as the
Alumni Rap a°'d the Docket.
As an incentive for students,
those entering before April 28,
1980 will receive a special onetime only tuition waiver and a
color copy of the Warren Burger caricature hanging in the
boardroom. Winning this con-.
test ,is better than a year on law
review, or The Opinion, winning moot court, or a first
place in client counseling.
Enter today and reserve for
yourself a place in the history
of William Mitchell College of
Law. Enter soon and often.
William Mitchell

her "an innocent victim of male
oppression." Carter-Mondale
student activist and SBA Rep.
Billy Bob Groan chided both
Tov and Pecunia for their
flagrant abuse of credit cards
and stated ''the White House's
new anti-inflation policy is
directed at curbing just this
type of abuse."
·
Our sources close to the
grand jury investigation tell us
that Tov, appearing a bit unnerved (the circus just left Minneapolis), testified to taking
the trips for the benefit of the
school's reputation and that he
hoped Mitchell's future selection as a convention site would
vindicate him. Avarice, also
appearing a bit unnerved, testified that she was merely giving
Tov an emergency student loan
by paying his bills and that the
receipt of commissions for
reservation bookings is normal
procedure for a· travel agent.
Retiring Dean Burt Brown
had this to·say about the mess,
"no (expletive deleted) comment."
·

New parking plan
"Beginning with the first day
of class in August 1980,
William Mitchell's new parking
program will be implemented,"
remarked retiring Dean Burt
Brown yesterday evening at a
neighborhood meeting.
AcCQrding to Brown, the
school's new program of valet
parking for students will make
"just about everybody associated with William Mitchell
happy." While the administration would like to take all of
the credit for the new plan,
Brown admits that the program outlined below was conceived by a current second year
student who has had numerous
problems parallel parking his
Plymouth stationwagon. Major facets of the program are:
1. Students will .drive their
cars into the schools
semicircular driveway.
where an attendant will
get in the car (the student
enters the building and
goes to his or her class)
and drive it to the House
of Hope parking lot,
park and run back to
school;
2. Parking attendants will
be work-study students
and law review editors

holding a valid Minnesota driver's license;
3. Neither William Mitchell
College of Law nor the
attendants will be held
responsible for anything
once the car has been
turned over to the attendants;
4. Initially there will be no
charge, but as services
such as washing and waxing ar,e added, assuming
demand warrants them, a
small charge will be
levied against the entire
student body;
5. As the valet parking program catches on, traffic
on Portland Avenue may
be tied up, making it
nearly impossible for
Portland Avenue
residents to use their
parking permits. If so, be
courteous and remind
them that you are only
obeying the new ordinance.
While this program looks
good on paper, one question
remains to be answered. Will
work-study students resent
having to work with the law
review aditors? There are no
easy answers.

William Mitchell to
host Shriner Shindig
Retiring Dean Burt Brown
announced just before deadline that William Mitchell College of Law has been named
the host of a .future.Shriru;rs'

convention with the dates to be
announced later. Brown, himself a grand poobah in the
Oswald Temple (our !<>Cal
branch), praised the efforts of

student Lyle Tov in securing
the convention by talking of
Tov as a potential potentate.

Above is a photo of the 1960 William Mitchell faculty. How many can you name?

Front row: Robert J. Johnson, John F. Dulebohn, Marshman S. Wattson, Hon. Ronald E.
Hachey, Dean Stephe_n R. Curtis, Worth K. Rice, William B. Danforth, William A. Green; Last
row: William w. Essling, Patrick W. Fitzgerald, John R. Murphy, John 0. Erickson, Richard
W. Johnson, A. Patrick Leighton, David C. Forsberg, Vernon A. Johnson, David R. Roberts,
Gordon A. Johnson, Harry H. Maclaughlin Jr., John F. Scott Jr., WIiiiam J; Erickson, T.
Eugene Thompson

SBA: A highly
amotphous amoeba?
I was standing in the lounge
in front of the change machine
trying unsuccessfully for the
fourth time to make it accept
my slightly wrinkled dollar bill
hen suddenly it hiL me. No
not the change machine. It was
then that l r~ d that if I w~
on the SBA maybe, just maybe, such things wouldn't frustrate us students any more. As
an effective organization we
could get student representatives to stand by the change
machines and give out change
whenever there was a breakdown. Wow, wouldn't that be
something! As an SBA representative it might be possible,
and as SBA parlimentarian I
knew I could make some
change!
Well, I made it and my year
as your SBA parlimentarian is
over. You know, each year the
SBA takes a lot of raps from
everybody. And I'm not about
to give you that old get involved we can do a lot together
nonsense for the new SBA
crowd. Frankly, you students
just don't expect much from
the SBA; a few parties, used
books, and a little sports is
about what it amounts to. It
could be worse. Nobody has
really had too much to complain about this past year; we
have managed to keep things
rolling pretty nicely.
As I leave office, however,
I'd like to take this opportunity
to say a few final words.
"I hated this job and everything that went with it. I got
absolutely no support from
anyone. I'm totally fed up with
endless meetings and boring
issues. The Opinion is a big
headache and we are tired of
givin~ it money. The admini~

tration treated us like dirt and
is slipperier than the PR exam.
Good riddance everyone."
• Here are my suggestions for
what to do with the SBA next
year.
I) Give $2500 to a party
committee headed by someone
who knows how to have a good
time. The committee must put
on three school parties a year.
To provide incentive, let the
committee keep the admission
charge for every person over
350. that shows up.
2) Make the SBA fee voluntary. It'll stop all the complain·ing about the SBA and drive
away from it anyone not interested in battling to make it
an effective organization.
3) Buy hundreds of good oil
painting reproductions and
decorate the classrooms and
walls with them for inspiration.
4) Hold SBA meetings in the
lounge between classes from
5:20-5:30, 6:2<Ui:30, and so
on. It'll speed things up: cut
down on debate, and get more
people involved.
5) Announce that for every
administrative deadline and
parking violation that students
break, the SBA will award
monetary prizes and certificates of recognition. Students
getting screwed will appreciate
tl'Je thoughtfulness.
The year was marked by indecision, timidness, conservatism and bad management.
My dream to fix the change
machines didn't come true. But
I tried my best. Maybe our little known, but powerful anarchist law student caucus is
right: smash corporate capitalism and the state, only a
revolution will bring progress!

CROCK Bar Review Wonders:
WHY ARE SO MANY MINNESOTA
STUDENTS CHOOSING CROCK?
Because they keep getting us confused with the other bar review course. Also, you kids
aren't looking for content in choosing a bar review course; you want to know what course
your friends signed up for. So, be popular, join CROCK!

CROCK ~nd only CROCK provides:
Authoritative Treatises: We've found that most law students are impressed with heavy

books, so this year we've added seventeen new books averaging 2,100 pages each. Why
bother with summarie~ when you can read everything there is!
Confusing New Statistics: 72% of those taking, but not necessarily finishing our special
78 hour Testers Review Intensive Program Exercise (TRIPE) passed the bar but didn't
remember under what name they took it. 106% of our students outperformed BARF's
students in their LSAT scores.

CROCK Does It Again Summer 1980 Results·
53%

56%

.

284
of
450

4 of 7

BARF

CROCK

We want your business, Don't be an idiot and b_
ack the tide.
Put CROCK in your hands today.
128 San Pueblo Way, Tiguana, Mexico (no phone)
Rudolf's

CROCK

Prof cancels too often
A professor was recently fired
for abuse of cancellation and
make up procedures. The professor, identity yet to be determined, failed to show up for the
first three class meetings. ·
"Even though he gave us plenty
of advance notice that the classes

BARF Bar Review Asks:

ILL YOU PASS
HE MINNESOTA BAR?????
Frankly, we don't have any idea. You're the one who has to take the damn thing; we just
make money selling bar review courses.
Let's cut the.chatter and the hard sell. Here are the rumors:
There are two bar review courses out there fighting tooth and nail for your buck. ,Our
smart ass competitors think they've got us on the run with their phony statistics and
colorful tablecloths. Don't you believe it. Don't be a chump.

Here the best reasons to go BARF:
I. Outstanding Summary Flash cards - This year we've got even shorter summaries
for our already short outlines. You don't have time to see the lectures or read the
books? That's okay. Just five minutes a day with our patented Summary Flash Cards
and you're all set to go.
II. Speaker Extra Plan - We feel our excellent speakers, all with high school degrees
and at least four months of para legal training, will offer more this year with our new
plan that allows you to take home a speaker of your choice for 24 hours to ehlp you
build Y<?Ur confidence.
I 11. Cost - Cal I us rig ht now, it's $428.34. Unti 12:30 pm Apri I 23, 1980 $452.10. After Apri I
23rd but before we raise the price again, which may be at any moment, who knows?
$470.00. Extra bonus: $25 rebate, just tell one of our campus reps (if you can find
them) what Mitchell professor admires Irving Younger.

So, go with us. We want your money. BARF.
Shirley Peters
Chip "Bozo" Murphy
Dizzy Smathers

687 Warehouse Rd.
Mpls, MN 55444
(612)336-1234
BARF, Inc.

(just ask for Murry)

were cancelled," one student
noted, "we just became concerned
that we would have to have class
every night during the last three
weeks of the semester.
When the professor became
aware of the students' c.oncerns,
he scheduled a make up for the
following Saturday to be held at
the zoo. "I'd already planned an
outing with my kids," he explained, "and I thought it was a
perfect chance to get both things
done."
The students, however, felt
the make up was a bit inconvenient. "The parking is such a
problem, and it is just too disft

tracting to hold class next to the
whales."
The school, in attempting to
reduce the inconvenience, contracted with MTC to provide
bus service to the zoo. The MTC
thought it was an excellent opportunity to "get some exposure
for our bus with the whale painted
on the side."
About 30 students showed up
for the make up class. The professor, however, did not. "My
three year old ate too much ice
cream and became ill. I left a
note pinned to the fence around
the whales, but apparently no
one saw it."
The school felt that the cancellation notice was inad~quate,
and subsequ:_ntlyterminated him~
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